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English alphabet worksheets with pictures pdf

Index of contents Kids can have fun learning letters with Doozy Moo through this entertaining series of free alphabet worksheets. Knowledge of the alphabet combined with phonics instruction can help children become successful readers. Alphabet Chart This free alphabet chart has upper and lowercase letters, simple sentences, and cute pictures. It corresponds with Doozy Moo’s
alphabet song making the chart a great tool for kids in preschool and kindergarten who are learning their ABCs. Alphabet Chart Black and White Alphabet Chart Alphabet Chart Black and White Alphabet Chart Printable Alphabet Book This series of alphabet activity worksheets give kids the opportunity to learn letters through experience. They can read, write, color, and make their
very own alphabet book. The worksheets will help students improve their letter recognition, vocabulary, and fine motor skills. Letter Y Alphabet Activity Worksheet Letter T Alphabet Activity Worksheet Letter R Alphabet Activity Worksheet Letter U Alphabet Activity Worksheet Doozy Moo’s alphabet book uses the same words and imagery as his alphabet chart and song. This helps
kids reinforce their learning of letters and beginning sounds which are both critical components to early literacy. Letter F Alphabet Activity Worksheet Letter X Alphabet Activity WorksheetPrintable Alphabet Book Uppercase Letter Tracing Worksheets Kids can practice their handwriting skills by tracing all of the capital letters in the English alphabet. These free alphabet tracing
worksheets also include a blank space without the dotted lines where kids can practice writing the uppercase letters on their own. Uppercase Letter A Tracing Worksheet Uppercase Letter B Tracing Worksheet Uppercase Letter C Tracing Worksheet Uppercase Letter D Tracing WorksheetUppercase Letter Tracing Worksheets Lowercase Letter Tracing Worksheets Kids can
practice their writing skills by tracing all of the small letters in the English alphabet. There is also a section in these letter tracing worksheets where kids can practice writing on their own. Lowercase Letter “a” Tracing Worksheet Lowercase Letter “b” Tracing Worksheet Lowercase Letter “c” Tracing Worksheet Lowercase Letter “d” Tracing WorksheetLowercase Letter Tracing
Worksheets Alphabet Connect the Dots Worksheets Children can practice alphabetical order, letter identification, and improve their fine motor skills with these free dot-to-dot worksheets featuring uppercase and lowercase letters. It’s a fun activity for kids in preschool and kindergarten. Connect the Dots from A to Z Worksheet Dot-to-Dot Alphabet Activity Worksheet Alphabet Dot-
to-Dot Worksheet Dot-to-Dot Uppercase Letters WorksheetAlphabet Connect the Dots Worksheets Cute Alphabet Coloring Pages The alphabet has been transformed into cute characters in this series of free letter coloring pages. Every coloring page features Doozy Moo and a letter of the alphabet having fun doing an activity. The activities center around a word that start with the
corresponding letter making the worksheets a great way to teach phonics. Uppercase Letter J Coloring Page Uppercase Letter H Coloring Page Uppercase Letter Q Coloring Page Uppercase Letter W Coloring Page Uppercase Letter U Coloring Page Uppercase Letter Z Coloring PageAlphabet Coloring Pages Missing Letter Worksheets This series of free missing letter
worksheets can help kids develop their problem solving skills, improve their alphabet recognition, increase their knowledge of alphabetical order, and give them the opportunity to practice their handwriting technique without the use of dotted lines. Alphabetical Order Practice Worksheet What Letters Are Missing? Finding Missing Letters Worksheet Missing Small Letters
WorksheetMissing Letter Worksheets 3 Easy Ways to Get Our Free Alphabet Worksheets Click or tap on the alphabet worksheet you want to download or print. This will send you to the web page that features that particular worksheet. There are 3 buttons in different shades of blue above every worksheet. The first button labeled “Download PDF” will automatically start
downloading the worksheet in most web browsers. Then you can open the file and print it in any free or professional PDF viewer. This produces the best printing result because our PDFs are high-resolution files. The second button labeled “View PDF” will open the PDF version of the worksheet in your web browser. You can then decide whether you want to print or download it.
The third button labeled “Print Image” will open the web-optimized PNG file that you see on our website in your print dialog box. This will allow you to instantly print it on any printer that your computer or mobile device has available. You can download and print each series of alphabet worksheets at once with Doozy Moo's Alphabet Worksheets Collection. This is especially handy
for people who want to save time. You will also be helping us create more Doozy Moo stories, videos, and worksheets. Either way, we hope you enjoy Doozy Moo as much as we do! Doozy Moo knows that learning the alphabet is essential to early literacy so he made his own alphabet song. This cute educational video can help kids match sounds to letters. Kids can learn their
ABCs by watching the video of this cute alphabet song and then using the free complementary worksheets. They are perfect for children in preschool and kindergarten. English Worksheets For Kids || Preschoolers || Practice Worksheets || Workbook || Worksheets With Pictures Trace this English Alphabet worksheet, with interesting and attractive pictures. Learning made easy
with interesting colorful worksheets for preschoolers. Its free printable English worksheet for practice. Click the below link to download the file in PDF. English Alphabet Tracing With Picture Download For more English Worksheets click the below button. Home decorators collection naples 36 in w bath vanity cabinet only in distressed grey with left hand drawers nadga3621dl the
home depot 2. Moen brantford 4 in centerset 2 handle low arc bathroom faucet in oil rubbed bronze with metal drain assembly 6610orb the home depot. Bathroom ceiling heater in 2020 bathroom heater bathroom exhaust bathroom fan. Kohler memoirs stately drop in vitreous china bathroom sink in white with overflow drain k 2337 4 0 the home depot. Pin on bathroom project
ideas 2. Dont paint your cabinets white porch daydreamer. Bathroom ceiling heater in 2020 bathroom heater bathroom exhaust bathroom fan. 45 bathroom lighting ideas to complement the room homeluf. Colour each of Studycat’s animal friends as they jump, run, walk, swim, and fly. Then trace each of the English action words for practice. Colour each of Studycat’s animal friends
as they draw pictures, listen to music, play piano, take photos, watch movies, and sing songs. Then trace each of the action word phrases for practice. Color each of Studycat’s friends as they do the different daily tasks: wake up, go to school, study English, eat supper, take a bath, and go to sleep. Then trace the word phrases for each picture. Colour each of Studycat’s friends
doing different actions: hit, kick, throw, jog, yell, drink, and read. Then trace the word associated with each picture. Review the actions: jump, run, walk, swim and fly. Cut out the actions and put them into a picture on this single colour page. Cut out Studycat’s friends and paste them by the verb phrase they are doing. As you cut and paste the animals, review the phrases: play the
piano, take photos, listen to music, watch movies, sing songs, and draw pictures. Cut out Studycat’s friends and paste them by the verb phrase they are doing. As you cut and paste the animals, review the phrases: wake up, go to school, study English, take a bath, eat supper, and go to bed. Matching worksheet to learn the English action verbs jump, run, walk, swim, and fly.
Draw a line from each animal friend to the word at the bottom of the page! Draw a line from each of Studycat’s friends to the verb phrases: draw pictures, listen to music, play piano, take photos, watch movies, and sing songs. Draw a line to match each of Studycat’s animal friends to the correct English word phrase at the bottom of the page. Review the phrases: wake up, go to
school, study English, eat supper, take a bath, and go to sleep. 4 free English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Aa’ and its vowel sounds. Students are introduced to the words ‘Ann,’ ‘can,’ ‘alien,’ and ‘day.’ Four English colouring worksheets that teach the letter ‘Bb.’ Students are introduced to the vocabulary ‘boy,’ ‘baby,’ ‘rubber,’ and ‘hobby.’ Four English colouring
worksheets to teach the letter ‘Cc’ and introduce the vocabulary ‘cake,’ ‘class,’ ‘clock,’ and ‘closed.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach students the letter ‘Dd’ and introduce the vocabulary ‘dad,’ ‘dog,’ ‘add,’ and ‘bed.’ 4 English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Ee’ and its different vowel sounds. These worksheets introduce the vocabulary ‘Ben,’ ‘egg,’ ‘eat,’ and
‘pea.’ Four English colouring pages to teach the letter ‘Ff.’ Students are introduced to the vocabulary ‘foot,’ ‘fan,’ ‘sofa,’ and ‘leaf.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Gg.’ Students are introduced to the vocabulary ‘goat,’ ‘game,’ ‘tiger,’ and ‘big.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Hh.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘head,’ ‘hair,’ ‘hand,’ and ‘hit.’
Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Ii’ and its vowel sounds. Students learn the vocabulary ‘in,’ ‘sit,’ ‘ice,’ and ‘bike.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Jj.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘jump,’ ‘jam,’ ‘jaw,’ and ‘jog.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Kk.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘kick,’ ‘Kim,’ ‘snake,’ and ‘milk.’ Four
English colouring pages to teach young learners the letter ‘Ll.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘lime,’ ‘long,’ ‘fly,’ and ‘ball.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach ESL, ELL, and early learners the letter ‘Mm.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘man,’ ‘mat,’ ‘home,’ and ‘arm.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Nn.’ ESL, ELL, and young learners learn the vocabulary
‘new,’ ‘nice,’ ‘end,’ and ‘bean.’ English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Oo’ and its vowel sounds. Students are introduced to the vocabulary ‘box’ and ‘open.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Pp.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘park,’ ‘pen,’ ‘hippo,’ and ‘happy.’ Two English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Qq.’ Students are introduced to the
vocabulary ‘quick’ and ‘queen.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Rr.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘read,’ ‘robot,’ ‘dirty,’ and ‘water.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Ss.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘sand,’ ‘sea,’ ‘sister,’ and ‘sweets.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Tt.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘top,’ ‘toy,’ ‘boat,’
and ‘kite.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Uu’ and its vowel sounds. Students are introduced to the vocabulary ‘sun’ and ‘fruit.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Vv.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘van,’ ‘vase,’ ‘have,’ and ‘give.’ Two English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Ww.’ Students are introduced to the vocabulary ‘wall’ and
‘wave.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Xx.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘example,’ ‘next to,’ ‘six,’ and ‘ox.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Yy.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘you,’ ‘young,’ ‘year,’ and ‘yell.’ Four English colouring worksheets to teach the letter ‘Zz.’ Students learn the vocabulary ‘zoo,’ ‘zip,’ ‘lazy,’ and ‘lizard.’ Free
English letter ‘Aa’ printables to help students practice letter recognition and writing. These two worksheets are great for beginners starting out. Two English writing worksheets to practice letter ‘Bb’ recognition and writing upper and lower case. Two writing worksheets to help students practice English letter ‘Cc’ recognition and writing upper and lowercase letters. Two writing
worksheets to help students practice letter ‘Dd’ recognition and writing upper and lowercase letters. Two letter ‘Ee’ writing worksheets to help students practice English letter recognition and writing upper and lowercase letters. Two writing worksheets to help students practice letter ‘Ff’ recognition and writing upper and lowercase letters. Two writing worksheets to help students
practice letter ‘Gg’ recognition and writing upper and lowercase letters. Two writing worksheets to help students practice letter ‘Hh’ recognition and writing upper and lowercase letters. Two writing worksheets to help students practice letter ‘Ii’ recognition and writing upper and lowercase letters. Two writing worksheets to help students practice letter ‘Jj’ recognition and writing upper
and lowercase letters. Two writing worksheets to help students practice letter ‘Kk’ recognition and writing upper and lowercase letters. Two writing worksheets to help students practice letter ‘Ll’ recognition and writing upper and lowercase letters. Two writing worksheets to help students practice letter ‘Mm’ recognition and writing upper and lowercase letters. Two writing worksheets
to help students practice letter ‘Nn’ recognition and writing upper and lowercase letters. Two letter ‘Oo’ writing worksheets to practice letter recognition and writing. Great resources for young learners! Printable letter ‘Pp’ writing worksheets for ESL, ELL, and early learners. Two printable pages to practice letter recognition and upper and lowercase letter writing. Two letter ‘Qq’
writing worksheets to practice letter recognition and writing. Great resources for young learners! Printable letter ‘Rr’ writing worksheets for ESL, ELL, and young learners. Two printable pages to practice letter recognition and upper and lowercase letter writing. Printable letter ‘Ss’ writing worksheets for ESL, ELL, and young learners. Two printable pages to practice letter recognition
and upper and lowercase letter writing. English circle and trace worksheets to help students learn the letter ‘Tt.’ Practices letter recognition and writing upper and lowercase ‘Tt.’ Printable letter ‘Uu’ writing worksheets for ESL, ELL, and early learners. Two printable pages to practice letter ‘Uu’ recognition and upper and lowercase letter writing. Letter ‘Vv’ writing worksheets for ESL,
ELL, and young learners. Two printable pages to practice letter ‘Vv’ recognition and upper and lowercase letter writing. Letter ‘Ww’ writing worksheets for ESL, ELL, and young learners. Two printable pages to practice letter recognition and upper and lowercase letter writing. Circle and trace letter ‘Xx’ writing worksheets for ESL, ELL, and young learners. Two printable pages to
practice letter recognition and upper and lowercase letter writing. Letter ‘Yy’ writing worksheets for ESL, ELL, and young learners. Two printable pages to practice letter recognition and upper and lowercase letter writing. Circle and trace letter ‘Zz’ writing worksheets for ESL, ELL, and young learners. Two printable pages to practice letter recognition and upper and lowercase letter
writing. Six free English animal colouring pages for ESL, EFL, and young learners. Colour the pictures, then trace the words dog, cat, bird, fish, mouse, and rabbit. Five animal colouring pages to introduce students to the vocabulary pig, monkey, tiger, lion, and bear. Colour each picture and then trace the vocabulary word at the bottom of the page. Six farm animal colouring pages
to introduce students to the vocabulary cow, goat, horse, sheep, duck, and chicken. Colour each picture and then trace the vocabulary word at the bottom of the page. Review the animals dog, cat, bird, fish, mouse, and rabbit by cutting them out and pasting them by their names! Review the animals pig, monkey, lion, tiger, and bear by cutting them out and pasting them by their
names in the forest! Cut out the animals cow, goat, sheep, horse, duck, and chicken, then paste them next to their names on the farm! English animal vocabulary matching worksheet to review the animals dog, cat, bird, fish, mouse, and rabbit! English animal vocabulary matching worksheet to review the animals pig, monkey, lion, tiger, and bear! English farm animal vocabulary
matching worksheet to review the animals cow, goat, sheep, horse, duck, and chicken. Cut out the animals and paste them around the farm! Can you spot the differences between these two pet animal pictures? Fun and easy to download spot the difference activity. Can you spot the differences between these two animal pictures? Fun and easy to download spot the difference
activity. Can you spot the differences between these two farm animal pictures? Fun and easy to download spot the difference activity. Six free English body part colour and trace pages for ESL students and early learners. Colour each body part and trace the letters below. Students learn the vocabulary: eye, ear, nose, mouth, head, and hair. Six English body colour and trace
worksheets for ESL, EFL, and young learners. These worksheets teach students the vocabulary arm, hand, fingers, leg, foot, and toes. Review the body parts: eye, ear, nose, mouth, head, and hair by cutting them out and pasting them on the face! Review the body parts – arm, hand, fingers, leg, foot, and toes, by cutting them out and pasting them on the body! Free matching
worksheet for students to review the English vocabulary eye, ear, nose, mouth, head, and hair. Draw a line from the body part to its name at the bottom of the page! English matching worksheet for students to review the vocabulary arm, hand, fingers, leg, foot, and toes. Draw a line from each body part to the word at the bottom of the page! The monster took some pictures of itself!
Can you spot the differences between its face in these two pictures? The robot needs some new body parts! Can you spot the differences between its body in these two pictures? Six free English clothes colouring pages for ESL, EFL, and young learners. Colour the pictures, then trace the words shorts, trousers, shirt, sock, and shoe. Five English clothes colouring pages for ESL,
EFL, and young learners. Colour the pictures, then trace the words glasses, dress, sweater, jacket, and hat. Review the clothes – shorts, trousers, shirt, sock, and shoe by cutting them out and pasting them around the room! Review the clothes – glasses, dress, sweater, jacket, and hat by cutting them out and pasting them on the wall in the shop! Free matching worksheet for
students to review the English vocabulary shorts, trousers, shirt, sock, and shoe. Draw a line from the picture to the word at the bottom of the page! Matching activity for students to review the English vocabulary glasses, dress, sweater, jacket, and hat. Draw a line from the picture to the word at the bottom of the page! Rabbit is getting ready to put on a show! Can you spot the
differences between the clothes in these two pictures? Look at these two shops! Can you spot the differences between the clothes in these two pictures? Five free English colouring worksheets for ESL, EFL, and young learners. Colour the pictures, then trace the words red, yellow, blue, pink, and orange. English colour and trace worksheets for ESL, EFL, and young learners.
Learn about the colours green, purple, brown, black, white, and grey. Review the colours red, yellow, blue, pink, and orange by cutting them out and pasting them on the board! Review the colours green, purple, brown, black, white, and grey by cutting them out and pasting them on the blackboard! Free matching worksheet for students to review the English colours red, yellow,
blue, pink, and orange. Draw a line from the pictures to the words at the bottom of the page! Matching worksheet for ESL, EFL, and young learners to review the English colours green, purple, brown, black, white, and grey. Match the cars to their colors! Look at the two pictures of these rooms. Can you spot the differences between the colours of the objects? Look at the pictures of
these two kitchen tables. Can you spot the differences between the pictures? Six free English family colouring worksheets for ESL, EFL, and young learners. Colour the pictures, then trace the words brother, sister, mum, dad, grandma, and grandpa. Review the English words sister, brother, mum, dad, grandma, and grandpa. Cut each of the family members out and paste them
around the beach! Matching worksheet for ESL, EFL, and young learners to review English family vocabulary. Match the family to their names at the bottom of the page! The family has gone to play at the beach! See if you can spot the differences between the two pictures! Six English colouring pages to introduce students to the vocabulary bread, cake, chicken, egg, rice, and
cheese. Colour each picture and then trace the vocabulary word at the bottom of the page. Six English colouring pages to introduce students to the vocabulary candy, noodle, hotdog, doughnut, pizza, and soup. Colour each picture, then trace the vocabulary word at the bottom of the page. Six English colouring pages to introduce students to the vocabulary jam, salad, milk,
sandwich, juice, and hamburger. Colour each picture and then trace the vocabulary word at the bottom of the page. Hippo is Hungry! Review the English words bread, cake, chicken, egg, rice, and cheese. Cut each of the foods out and paste on the page! Review the English words candy, noodle, hotdog, doughnut, pizza, and soup. Cut each of the foods out and paste them on the
plates! Cat is ready to eat lunch! Help Cat by cutting out the foods and pasting them on the table. Review of the words jam, salad, milk, sandwich, juice, and hamburger. Matching worksheet for ESL, EFL, and young learners to review English food vocabulary. Match the foods to their names at the bottom of the page! Match the foods candy, noodle, hotdog, doughnut, pizza, and
soup to their names at the bottom of the page! Easy download and print! Match the foods jam, salad, milk, sandwich, juice, and hamburger to their names at the bottom of the page! Easy download and print for use at home or in the classroom! Look at the food in the kitchen! Can you spot the differences between these two pictures? Look at the food in the vending machines! Can
you spot the differences between these two pictures? Cat is in the kitchen looking for something to eat! Can you spot the differences between these two pictures of the refrigerator? Five English colouring pages to teach the vocabulary apple, banana, orange, pear, and pineapple. Colour each picture, then trace the vocabulary word at the bottom of the page. Six English fruit
colouring pages to teach the vocabulary lemon, lime, mango, watermelon, grape, and coconut. Colour each picture, then trace the vocabulary word at the bottom of the page. Mouse has a train full of fruits! Help Mouse by cutting out and pasting the fruits apple, banana, orange, pear, and pineapple on to the train cars. Review the English fruits lemon, lime, mango, watermelon,
grape, and coconut by cutting each out and pasting it on the blackboard! Printable matching worksheet to review the words apple, banana, orange, pear, and pineapple.. Draw a line from each fruit to its name at the bottom of the page! Practice reading the fruits: lemon, lime, mango, watermelon, grape and coconut. Draw lines from each word to a matching picture. Look at Cat
practicing ninja skills in the two pictures! Can you spot the differences between the fruit in these two pictures? Dinosaur is going to eat some yummy fruits! Can you spot the differences between the fruit in these two pictures? Seven English colouring pages to teach the vocabulary sofa, chair, lamp, bed, table, desk, and bookcase. Colour each picture and then trace the vocabulary
word at the bottom of the page. Seven English colouring pages to teach the vocabulary television, fridge, cupboard, mirror, toilet, sink, and bathtub. Colour each picture and then trace the word at the bottom of the page. Seven English colouring pages to teach the words hall, kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, dining room, living room, and floor. Colour each picture and then trace the
word at the bottom of the page. Cut out each of the pieces of furniture and paste them around the room! Students review the words sofa, chair, lamp, bed, table, desk, and bookcase in this interactive and fun activity! Cut out each of the pieces of furniture and paste them around the room! Students review the words television, fridge, cupboard, mirror, toilet, sink and bathtub in this
interactive and fun activity! Cut and paste activity to review places in the house! Students will learn and review the words hall, kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, dining room, living room, and floor. English matching worksheet for students to review the vocabulary sofa, chair, lamp, bed, table, desk, and bookcase. Draw a line from the picture to its name at the bottom of the page! Match
the words television, fridge, cupboard, mirror, toilet, sink and bathtub to their names at the bottom of the worksheet! English matching worksheet for students to review the vocabulary hall, kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, dining room, living room, and floor. Cat is moving! Can you spot the differences between the furniture in these two pictures? Look at the pictures of the bathroom!
Can you spot the differences between the furniture in these two pictures? Look at the pictures of the two houses. Can you spot the differences in each room? Numbers 1-10 colour and trace pages. Colour each number, then trace the word at the bottom of each page! Numbers 11-20 colour and trace pages. Colour each number, then trace the word at the bottom of each page! Cut
out each of the numbers and paste them around the room! Students review the numbers 1-10 in this interactive and fun activity! Cut out each of the numbers and paste them around the wand! Students review the numbers 11-20 in this interactive and fun activity! Help ninja cat match the numbers 1-10 to their names at the bottom of the page! Draw a line from each number to its
English spelling at the bottom. Look at the numbers 11-20 hanging on the wall! Draw a line from each number to its English spelling at the bottom of the page. Ninja cat is practicing its throwing skills! Can you spot the differences between these two pictures? Look at the owls sitting in the trees! Can you spot the differences between these two pictures? Five English colouring pages
to teach the vocabulary pencil, pen, crayon, rubber and ruler. Colour each picture and then trace the word at the bottom of the page. Five English colouring pages to teach the vocabulary book, glue, pencil case, paper and scissors. Colour each picture and then trace the word at the bottom of the page. Cut out each of the school supplies and paste them on the desk! Students
review the words pencil, pen, crayon, rubber and ruler. Review the school items: book, glue, pencil case, paper and scissors. Cut out the graphics and put them into a picture on this single colour page. Dog’s school supplies are falling out of its bag! Help by drawing a line from each item to its name at the bottom of the page. The cats are outside studying! Help by drawing a line
from each item to its name at the bottom of the page. Dog has slipped on a banana peel at school! Can you spot the differences between these two pictures? The cats are outside studying! Can you spot the differences between these two pictures? Colour each of Studycat’s animal friends as they caminar, volar, nadar, saltar y correr. Then trace each of the Spanish action words
for practice. Colour each of Studycat’s animal friends as they dibujar la imagen, escuchar música, tocar el piano, tomar fotos, ver películas y cantar canciones. Then trace each of the Spanish phrases for practice. Color each of Studycat’s friends as they do the different daily tasks:comer la cena, ir al colegio, ve a dormir, estudia español, tómate un baño y despierta. Then trace the
word phrases for each picture. Six free Spanish animal colouring pages for Spanish language learners. Colour the pictures, then trace the words gato, perro, pájaro, pez, conejo, y ratón. Five Spanish animal colouring pages for Spanish language learners. Colour the pictures, then trace the words cerdo, mono, león, tigre, y oso. Six Spanish farm animal colouring pages for Spanish
language learners. Colour the pictures, then trace the words caballo, pato, oveja, cordero, vaca, y pollo. Six free Spanish body part colour and trace pages for early learners. Colour each body part and trace the letters below. Students learn the vocabulary: cabeza, pelo, nariz, ojo, oreja, y boca. Six Spanish body part colour and trace pages for early learners. Colour each body part
and trace the letters below. Students learn the vocabulary: brazo, mano, dedo, pierna, pie, y dedo del pie. Five free Spanish language clothes colouring pages for young learners. Colour the pictures, then trace the words camiseta, pantalón, short, zapatos y calcetines. Five Spanish language clothes colouring pages for young learners. Colour the pictures, then trace the words
vestido, suéter, sombrero, lentes y chaqueta. Five free Spanish colouring worksheets for young learners. Colour the pictures, then trace the words rojo, azul, amarillo, naranja y rosa. Six Spanish colours colour and trace worksheets for young learners. Colour the pictures, then trace the words verde, violeta, marrón, gris, blanco y negro. Six Spanish colouring pages to introduce
students to the vocabulary pan, queso, torta, arroz, huevo y pollo. Colour each picture and then trace the vocabulary word at the bottom of the page. Six Spanish language food worksheets for students to learn the vocabulary sopa, dona, hotdog, dulce, fideos y pizza. Colour each picture, then trace the word at the bottom of each page! Five Spanish colouring pages to teach the
vocabulary manzana, naranja, pera, banana y piña. Colour each picture and then trace the vocabulary word at the bottom of the page. Six Spanish colouring pages to teach the vocabulary limón, mango, coco, lima, uvas y sandía. Colour each picture and then trace the vocabulary word at the bottom of the page. Spanish furniture colouring pages to teach the vocabulary lámpara,
cama, silla, mesa, sofá, escritorio y librera. Colour each picture and then trace the vocabulary word at the bottom of the page. Spanish furniture colouring pages to teach the vocabulary nevera, televisión, espejo, inodoro, alacena, tina y lavamanos. Colour each picture and then trace the vocabulary word at the bottom of the page. Seven Spanish colouring pages to teach the words
sala, cocina, dormitorio, baño, sala de estar, comedor y piso. Colour each picture and then trace the word at the bottom of the page. Spanish numbers 1-10 colour and trace pages for early learners. Colour each number and trace the letters below. Students learn the vocabulary uno, dos, tres, cuatro, cinco, seis, siete, ocho, nueve y diez. Spanish numbers 11-20 colour and trace
pages for early learners. Colour each number and trace the letters below. Students learn the vocabulary once, doce, trece, catorce, quince, dieciseis, diecisiete, dieciocho, diecinueve y veinte. Five Spanish colour and trace pages for early learners. Colour each school object and trace the letters below. Students learn the vocabulary: lápiz, pluma, borrador, crayón y regla. Five
Spanish colour and trace pages for early learners. Colour each school object and trace the letters below. Students learn the vocabulary: libro, papel, caja de lápices, pegamento y tijeras. Six free Spanish sea animal colour and trace pages for early learners. Colour each sea animal and trace the letters below. Students learn the vocabulary: pescado, tiburón, ballena, delfín y pulpo.
Seven Spanish sea animal colour and trace pages for early learners. Colour each sea animal and trace the letters below. Students learn the vocabulary: cangrejo, camarón, tortuga, pinguino, foca, medusa y langosta. Six English vegetable colouring pages to teach the vocabulary carrot, tomato, onion, potato, pea and bean. Colour each picture and then trace the word at the
bottom of the page. Cut out each of the vegetables and paste them on the kitchen table! Students review the words carrot, tomato, onion, potato, pea and bean. It’s time to make soup! Help by drawing a line from each vegetable to its name at the bottom of the page. Look at the vegetables in the kitchen! Can you spot the differences between these two pictures? Colour in your
favourite vehicles. Learn the words for more vehicles and have fun colouring them all in. Learn the words for vehicles as you cut out and stick the vehicles into a scene. Learn the words for tram, helicopter, boat, train and plane in a fun craft activity. Have fun with this match the word to the object activity: learn helicopter, train, tram, plane, boat. Spot the difference between the 2
pictures of vehicles. Spot the difference between the 2 pictures of vehicles. english alphabet worksheets with pictures pdf
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